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Deyeiopment oeUSES.Specific.Aptitude i'estBattery S-217R75

.Fdr
PrOof-Machine.Operatdi (bankirg) /47.38B

. , .

.
RESEARCH SUMMARY

. ' :\
,

This report.describes the i-esearch, which resulted in the develop-
ment of thefolowing Specific $titude Test Battery for use in
selecting inexperienced or untrained-individuals for.trainlng as
Proof-Machine Opeeators: . /

1/41

Aptitudes Cutting Scores

N Numeical Aptitude (-' 70

- Q.- Clerical Perception 115

K - 'Motor Coordination 95

41iniall: ',3 . .- v *
_

Two hundred forty-three Proof-Maqine Operators (246 females a nd
27 males) employed in banks in the NorthSbuthand West (see

Appendix,'2). A total of 116 were minority group, members S61 Blacks,
2 French Canadians, 2 American !alarm, 1 Indonesian, 1 Filipino,
24 Orientals, 23 Spanish Surnamed, and i unidentified) and 127 .

were nonminor.itypoup'meMbers: f ` -?,
.i.

. , . . .1
Criterion: 1

Supervisory ratings. Criterion dipla were collected during 1913,-
1974 and .1975. ,.<

.

. . . 4.
.

... ,*.

laliAn: .
.

.
.

Concurrent. Test and criterion data were Vllected at about the
.. same time.-- '

,

Validity: ,
,.

..)

-Phi .coefficient for total Sample =.22 (P/2 < :0005)
Phi coefficient for Blatk subsample a .25 (P/2 < .025)
Phi coefficient.for nonminority subsample = .23 (P/2 < .01)

- ) t
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Comparison of Minority and Nonminorttv'Groups:
No dilferential val4dity was fodnd forthi4 battery. The diffe
ence between the phrcdefficients for Black and nonminority oups
for the validation sample is not statisticallyasitnific (CR * .19).

I- The battery is fair to Blacks since the percent of B cks who met
the cutting scores approximated the.percent who e in the high'40 .

criterion group; 46% of the Blacks met the tang score's and'54%
were in the high.criterion group..

JOBANAL461-;
-

A jOblanalysis was performed 'by' observation of the workers' per-
formance on the job and in consultation with the Operators' suer-

, visors.. Ohithe basis of the job analysis, the job description
shown Appendix 4 was prepared, which.was used to.(1) select
an experimentalsample of Operitbrs whoa were performing. the. job
..uties1; (2) choose an,appropr1ate criterion or measure *of job per-
formance; (3) determine whichaptttudes are criticAlOmportant
irrelevant to job.performance sei Tables 1 and.4);. and (4) prov,Ide
information on the applicability of the,test battery resulting
from this res rch.

Aoti tulle

TABLE 1.
. e

Qualitative Analytit:-*

- General Learnint Abititr 'Required to learn operation of
machine and correct dliErepancies
betweim_proof machine and teller
totals.

Required to balance tapes, locate,
correct, .record errors .ant to enter
totals'on settlement sheets.

%. A

Q - Clerical Perception Required to perceive Accuratelly and
. quickly check,aMoUntsind'codei

to be able to lodbte, itpect,ind.
.

record errors.
. .

N - NuMerical'Aptitude

K - Mototooi.diriation

Fingef Dexterity

Required to read numbers on checks
and record by hand numberson'key-
boarl of proof machine.

Required to handle'check and operat-
ing proof machine rapidly and
accurately:

a
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EXPERIMENTAL TEST BATTERY
4 .

A1112 'tests of ti GATB, B71002B, were administered:

CRITERION

The Mediate super-Visor rated.each worker. The ratings were
obtarned by means, pof'peonal visits of State test development

analysts who explained the rating procedure to the supervisors.
Two:rati.ngs were obtained from each supervisor with an interval

. of at least two weeks between the ratings. Since sampli members'
test scores afi(conf,peritial, supervisors had no ,knowledge of the
scores of the workers...

0

O

*.

., A descriptive rating scale was used.. Ttle scile,(see Appendix 3)
consists of. six items. Five.of these items cover different as-
pects of jots performance. The sixth item is a global item op the

'Proof Opera -s s"all-aroune ability. 'Each .item has five alter- .

native responses orretp6nding to different degrees of job pro-
ficiency. For Ithe purpose of'scoring the items, weights of 1 to 5
were assigned to the responses'. The total scOre on the `rating
scale is. the sum oT the weights for the six items., The possible
range for.e.activrating is 6 - 30. .

. . l'

'6, .

A eyiew 'of the job description indicated that the subjects covered .

by the rating scale were directly related to iMpitlant aspectS of
job performance.

,

A - Amount' f work:' Proof,Operators must work quickly'and effi- ,

ciently in order to sort and record many bank transactions.. `

. 4
i

. .
.

B - Quality ofwork: Proof Operators' work must meet the high,
quality standards egtablished-by the bank.

C - Accuracy of work:, Proof Operators must avoid 'making mistakes

6 the many financial transactions that are handled.

b -'Amoist of knowledge: Proof Ope? raters must have sufficient
knowledge of procedures and policies to perform the job ade-

quately.
, .

. .

",Variety Of job duties: Proof Ope'rators dust be able to perform
,,mahy 440ereht transactions such as preparingincoming cash.
letters,,Oroce sing bank credit charge forms, doing miscel-'

1
.

taneouSi,barant) grand actingat.Tellerlly handling mail deposits
and acknowled

F -

, .3 , ' .

"All-aroUnd" ability: etroot Operatori)! value to employer In-,
, .

,

4, ; . ; i,
.

volves a,coMbination of the ,aspects ofwjob ,Performance listedl
,

aboVe. .
4 ,

1
.

nvreceipt of each deposit..

.1)
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A 'rel i coeffi ci int of ' .85 was "obtained between the. initialratings and' the re- ratings, indicating &significant .celationship:.Therefore, the final criterion score consists :of the combined
scores of the two ratings. The possiblerange for the anal cri- .terion is - 60. The actual range its 18-60. The mean is 43.4 .w(th a standai'd deviation of 8.7. The relatiotrhip between the
critectort and age, education and experiehce is shown, in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Means, Standard Deviationi (SD) and. Pearson
Product-Moment CorrelatiOns with the Criterion (r) for

. Age,-Education and Experience -,
aft

hua L

Age. (years) 4, .25.3 .07
Educat ion (years) .12;7 .2 .02-

I :Total Experience
(months)

3,2.4, 41.9 .27**
.

.

**S.Ialficent,at the .01 level
s' About' one-third of the workers are considered to be marginal

4, workers...Therefore, the criterion distribution was dichotomized
so as to include about one-third of the sample in the, how crime .

terion group and the Tema lender 41 the high -crtterion group. The.,
(2%PriAt on cutting score,,,was set at 41'which places 38% in the lowcrite on grotip and 62% in the hig criterion gr It was notpossi le to place precisely on -th rd of the, worker In' the low
criterion group becauie of the nature, of the criteriti

*4

%.

) SAMPLE ,
, 1-%, - t

4

-

The Vc,lidatLon sample consisted of 24'3 Proof-Machine Opeators
(216 females' and 27 mates) employed in banks 141 the North, South
and West (see Appendix 2). 'A total af 116 werezminorlity, group.
members (61 Blacks, 2 French-Canadians, 2 Amercak Indians,
1 Indonesian, 1 Fl 11 pi no, 24 Or ientpls, 23 4pari sh. Surnamed, and
2 unidentified). and 127 were nonmirtbriscy group.members. The means
and 'standard deviations for age, eduCaeion and experience-of sam- -
ple \members are shown in Table 2. pescriptivL statistics. for sub -'
groups are shown in Appendi 1. i

.2JLI, .
.c-4,-. .. .

/

1.
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c'STATISTICAL RES.23LTS

TABLE 3 -

Statistical Results for Valtdation'SamPie
f Niwt243.

Aptitude 'Mum

9719
99.7

4 A

- Gene;ral Learning Ability4-
V - Verbal Aptitude
N - Numerical Aptitude . ." .',99.5.

S - Spatial Aptitude 98.1
P - Form Perceptio' . 119..5

Q - Clerical Perception . 124.6
K '-'Motor dooriiination' 114.2

'"F - Finger, Dexterity 104:3
M -. Manual Dexterity 103.5

7. 3 .. 2i**
11.6 . .25**
17,..2 .29**
150 .43*
18.41 .24**'
18.8/ .21**
,15.D .08 t

20.8 .07.

21,9 .01'

*
. s,..

. .

,,- Significant at the .05 level
,,

** Significant at the,.01.level .

...

..
.,

. J

Table 4 stommarizes the qualititive analysis and statistical results
' shown in Tables 1 and 3.,and shows the aptitudes considered for in-

.

clusion in the battery.' . / ,.
.

. (

Ir /
,

I TABLE 4

SumMary of 'Qualitative and Quantitative Dita for Validation Sample

;iyps of EOdence' G V

'"Cretical on Basis" .
4 Job Analysis

Aptitudes

let

S P Q . K 'F

6Aimportant" on. Basis
pf Job-knalystis,

"Irrelevant" on Basis° ,

of Ab Analysis'
.

X X
)4(

Relatively High
, Mean .

Relatively
c
Low Stand rd

Deviation

X X N X

4
Significant'CorreTation .XXXX.XX
with criterion

Aptitu4es Considered for G V N S

Inclusion in the Battery



Theinfoldmfa:n in Table Indicates*th t the following fptitudes
shou 6e considered fpr inclusion in the battery: G, V,.N,!S, P;

nd K. The objective is tO'develop a battery of 2,3, or 4
aptitudes w4th'tutting scores set'at theAaoint (a) where about the .

same,percent will meet fhe cutting scores as the percent placed in
the tigh, criterion group and (b) whichswill, maximize the relation
ship between.ille.battery and the criterron. The cutting scores'
are set at approximately'One s-tandard'deOation below the mean
aptitude scOres,of-the *Ole, with ,deviations 4t.five point .inter -r
'ye's above or below ese points to achievethe objectives indi-
-cated 'above. 7 '.'
The following battery resulted:

.

$ Aptitudes

N - Numerical Aptitude
Q - ClericalPerception
K - Motdr Coordina,tioW

.

.Cyttinz Scoces

70

115
. 95 ,

/
,,

VALI DI TX. OF. THE .BATTkRY

-TABLE 5
Validity o Battery for Totil Sample

. Below Meet.img
Ofittirtz'Scores CuttinzISIores Total

If

High Criterion 43
Group-

Low Criterion 47
Grodp

Total 90

Phi coefficie = .22
Significan level = P/2 < .0005

10/ 150

46 93

/15:3 243

.

TABLE 5a
Validity of Battery for Black .Subsample

Below Meeting
. 0

40 Cutting Scow Cutting Scores Total

High Criterlon 14 19 33
GPOuP .

Low Criterion 19 9 28
Group .

Total 33 - 28 El
'..

.

,

Phi coefficient = .25
Significance level. = P/2 < .025

9
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TABLE 5b . .

(Vall.dity of Battery for Nonminori.ty Subsample

High driterion
Group

Low Criterion
Ghoup

Total

ti

Below Meeting`
,Cuttini Scores Cutting Scores Total

21

.

43

Phi coefficient = .23
Significance level = P/2, <..01

62

T22
14.3

84 127

. OCCUPATIONAL APTITUDE PATTERN

This occupation.was incorporated into OAP-33 in Section II of the
1970 ediltion ofsOe'Manual for the USES General Aptitude Test
Battery with a "double asterisk" (**), because the'aptitudes in- .

cluded in this battery differ froni those-in OAP -33;1 )ut a signifi-
cant phitcoeffici_ent was obtained between the criterion and OAP-33
cutting scores of N-95, P -100 and Q-105. A phi ,coefficient of .15
(P/2 <-,.,,01) was obtained for this sample:

Ch

or

4

"10

f
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APPENDIX 1

0

Descriptive Statistics for Black and Nonminority Subgroups
of'Validation Sample

Black "Nonminority
(N=61) (N=127)

viable, iMsan AAnss Mean 12 Emit
.;

f .

Aptitude G 87.0 1f4..2.60-133 101.4 15.6 64 -1 .

Aptitude,V 90.9 11.8 72-127 103.4 1.5.3 '76-156
-41Otiude N 13,.9 63-129 _102.1 16:6 5-159

40,titude S 87.6 15.2 61-124' 100.9 19.3 14-150
4titu'de P 111.4' 16.3 84-147 122.9 18.4 5-170
Aptitude Q 120.8 20:1 75-178 126.9. 17.2 88-217
Aptitude K 114.9 13.6 82-151 110.5 14.4 76-155
Aptitude F 96.3 21.4 54-110 104,7' 19.5 53-154
Aptitude M 95.3 ,20.7 46-145 103.4 21.5 53-165
Criterion- 41.? 9.7, 18-60 44.3 8,4 20-60
Age 23.0 4.3:17-37 26.0 13.8 17-56
Educati.on 1.1 12-16 12.4 1.1 8 -1

Total 23.6 23.1 4 -96. 36.8 50.5 . 4-348
Experience
(months) .

11
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APPENDIX 2

Organizati.ony
.

Cooperating in the Study

North 11' .

/
.,

Hyde Park Banke and Trust Comp5ny, Chicago, 11)inOis
Exchange` National Bank, Chicajo, 111h-ibis .

Security National Bank, Sioux City, ldwa
First Nationil Bank, Wichita, Kansas
Fourth National Batik, Wichita, Kansas
Kansas State Bank and Trust Company, Wichita, Kansas
First National Bank of Minneapolis, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Northwestern ,National Bank of Minneapolis, Minneapolis,

Minnesota :- ..
.

National Bank of .New Jersey, New Brunswick,. New Jersey
Fifth-Third Bank, Cincinnati, Ohio
National City Bank, Cleveland, Ohio

South
Unison National Bank, Little Rock, Arkansas
Ouachita. Nati.onal Bank, Monroe, Louisiana
Deposit Guaranty National Bank, Jackson, MississipQi
First National Bank, Jackson, Mississippi
Wachovia Bank and Trust Company, Raleigh, North Carolina,
North Carblina Natronal Bank, Raleigh,*Morth Carolina
Bankers Trust, .Columbia, South Carolina
Cand S National Bank of South Carolina, Columbia, South

Carolina
United Virginia Bankshards, Richmond, Virginia.
Fidelity Mational Bank, Lynchburg, Virginia
Bank of ViTginia Company, Richmond, Virginia

West 4
Valley National Bank, Phoenix, Arizona
Sumitomo Bank of.Caiifornia, Log, Angeles and San Francisco,
California

Wells Fargo Bank, Sam-Francisco,,California
United California Bank, Los Angeles-and San Francisco, Californ1S
Bank of Tokyo of California, Los Angeles and San Francisco,' '
California

Federal Res'erve Bank,pf-San Francisc6, Lgs AngeleS' Branch, Los
Angeles, California .

Crocker National Bank,Los Angeles California
Citadel,Bilik, Colorado Springs, Colbrado
Bank of Denver., Denver, ,Colorado
Central Badk and Trust Company, Denvef. Colorado
First National Bank,, Fort Collins, Colorado
United. Bank of Fort Collins, Fort Collins, Colorado
First National Bank,'' Albuquerque, New Mexico :

i

12

qr
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Bank ;of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NewNexico
American Bank of Commerce/ Abuquerque,-New Mexico
First National Bank of Oregon, Poftland/ Oregon
VioplesNationa.F Bank, Seattle,14ashington
4 . 1

1

.'

4.
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I
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APPENDIX 3

V

RATING SCALE FOR

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LXIBOR MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION

DESCRIPTIVE RATING SCALE

For

VALIIDA:lyN SAMPLE

SCORE

D.O.T. Title and Code ;

Directions: Please read " uggestionsto Raters" and then fill in the items which follow. In making your
rating only one box should be cked for each question.

SUGGESTIONS TO RATERS

We are asking you to rate the job.performance of the people who work for you. These ratings will serve as
rardstick" agiinsi which we can compare the test scores in this study. The ratings must give a true picture

f each worker or this study will have very little value. You should try to give the most accurate ratings
Ile kr eachwerker.

.1

These ratings are strictly confidential and w n't ect your workers in any way. Neither the ratings nor
test scores of any workers will be shown to an y in your cOmpany. We are interested only in "testing
the tests." Ratings are needed only for those wo who are in thi test study.

Workers who have not completed their training per d, or who have not been on the job or under your
supervision long enough for you to know how well ey can perform this work should not be rated.
Please inform the test technician -about this if you a ed to rate any such workers.

Complete the last question or_ily if the worker is no longer on the job.

In making ratings, don't let general impressions or some outstanding trait affect your judgment. Try to
forget your }personal feelirks about the worker. Rate, only on the work performed. Here are some more
points which might help you: ., '

. .
I. Please read all directions and the rating scale thoroughly before rating: ... "e

2. For each question compare your workers with "workers-in;general" in this job. That is, compare your
workers with other workers on this job that you have known. This is very important in small plants
where there are only a few worIcers. We want the ratings to be based on the same standard in all the plants.

3. A suggested method is to rate all workers on one question at a time. The questions ask about different
abilities of the workers. A worker may be good in one ability and poor in another: for example, a very
slow worker may be accurate. So rate all workers on the first question, then rate all workers on the second
question, and so on.

.,.
4. Practice and experience usually improve a worker's skill. However, one worker with six months' experience ,

may be a better worker than another with six years' experience. Don't rate one workei as poorer than
another 7erely because of a lesser amount of experience:

,
.

.
-

S. Rate the workers according to the work they have done over a period of several weeks or months. Don't
rate just on the basis of one "good" day, or one "bad" day or some single incident. Think in terms of
each wtker's usual or typical performance.

Nate only the abilities listed on the rating sheet. Do notdet factors such as cooperativeness, ability to
t along with others, promptness and honesty influence your ratings. Although these aspects of a worker

are im rtant, they are of no value for this study as a "yard ick" against which to compare aptitude
test scorips.

14
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- 13 -
NAME OF WORKER (Pring).

A

(Lost) (P not)

SEX: MALE FEMALE

_ -

Company lob Titre:, s

How often do you see this worker
in a work situation?

AM the

0 Several times i day,

Several times a week.

Seldom.

Ho* long have xcu worked with Ott worker?/
t `

Under one month.

Oncto two thonths.

Three to five months.

Nil Six months of more. -

c
A. H much can this worker get "done? (Worker's ability to make efficient use of time and to work it fait spesd.)

(If it possible to rate only the quantity ofwork which a person can do on this job as adequate or inadequate,
use to indicate "inadequate" and 404 to indicate "adequate.")
...-" ''

\ i- ,
.

...,

I. taajble of very low work output. Can perform only at an unsatisfactory pace. ul

., ,
2. Capable of low work output. Can perform at a slow pace.

..0 3. Capable of fair work output. Can perform at an acceptable pace:
- 11 . 1 ' ..i4. Capable of high W. ork output. Can perform at fist pace.

, .1.,0 5. Capable of very higli work outputs Can perform at an unusually fast pace. A.,

4. '-

B. How goo riitfie quality of v....jok? (Worker's ability to do high-grade work which Meets quality standa16)

I. Performance is ,inferior and alMost never meets minimum quality standards.

2. Performance is usually acceptableOut somewhat inferior in qilality.

3. Performance is acceptable.init usually not superior in quality.

4. Performance is usually superior in quality.

5. Performance is almost always of the highest quality.

How accurate is the work? (Worker's ability to ivoid making mistakes.)

I. Makes very many mistakes. Wotk needs constant checking.

2. Makes frequent.mistakes. WA needs more checking than is desirable.

3. Makes mistakei occasionally. Work needs only normal checking.

`0 4. Makes few mistakes. Workseldom needs ccking.

5. Rarely Flakes a tistakc. Work almost never needs checking.

40' /4'

I

a

15
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D. How much does the worker know about the job? (Worker's understanding of the principles, equipment, materials
and methods that have to do directly or indirectly With the work.)

.., . ` .
7 ' .

L Has very limited knowledge. Does not know enough to do the job adequately.

2,Has little knowledge. Knows enough to get by.....

3. Has moderate amount of knoWledge: Knows enough to do lair work.

4. Has broad knowledge. Knows enough to do good work.

5. Has complete knowledge. ICnol,ysttre job thoroughly.

I el ,
.

E. How large a vanety of job duties can the worker perform efficiently? (Worker's ability to-bandle several diffeient
operations.) ' I

A ' 5

1. Cannot perform different operations adequately.
.,-

,2. Can perform a limited number of different operations efficiently.

3. Can pert rm,several different operations with reasonable efficiency.

, 4. Can perform many differeitt .operations efficiently.

. 5. Can perform an unusually large variety of different operations efficiently.

F. Considering all; the factors already rated, and only thesefactors, holy good is this worker? (Worker's all-around
ability`tddo the 'ob.) ..

. ,

., 1. Performance ually not acceptable.. .
2. Performance somewhat inferior.

3. A fairly proficient workei.

11 4. Performance usually superior.

a

1;1 5. An unusually competent worker.

Complete the following ONLY if the worker is no longer on the job.

G, What do you think is the reason this person left the job? (It is not necessary to show the official reason if you
feel that there is another reason; as this form will not be shown to anybody in the company.)

1. Fired because of inability to do the job.

2. Quit, and I feel that it was because of difficulty doing the job.

° 3. Firedor laidoff for reasons other than ability to do the job (i.e., absenteeism, reduction inforce).

4. Quit, and I feel the reasonfor quitting was not related to ability to do the job.

5. Quit or was promoted or reassigned because the worker had learned the job well and wanted to advance.

°v.

RATED BY TITLE DATE

COMPANY OR ORGANIZATION

16

LOCATION (City. Stote.,ZIP Code)
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APPENDIX 4 -

Proof- Machine Operator (banki'ng) 217.388
S-217R76

JOB DUTIES
)

Sorti, records) and proves records of .bank transactions such as
checks, deposit slips, and withdrawal slips using full or 107key
proof'machinelPrepares outgoing cash letters for mailing. Per-
forMs other re ated clerical duties as required.

.

*Operates proof machine to sort and record bank transactions:
Clears machine and Checks tape supply. Stacks batches of banking
transactions for feeding into mechanigMiof proof machine. Reads .

bank name or designated -code number and dollar amount on the face
of each transaction. Feeds items into machine to be endorsed, en-
coded, recorded, and grouped by machine. Visually locates and

'depresses keys of proof machine to Imprint values, to sort items
into various categories, and to recckd items and doper amounts
simultaneously on master control tape and individual batch tapes.

Observes panel lights to detect pockets..containing missorted
: transactions. Manually removesmissorted,items from pockets and
sertis.sinto correct pockets. Observes operation of .proof machine
to. detect malfunctioning. Reports mAor malfunctions to super-
vtsar. Diodes machine tompartments when the light on the proof
machine indicates-the necessity of doing, so and binds each batch
of transactials with a rubber band.

*Proves records of bank transactions: -Totals tapes and locates,
Orrects and records errors. Attaches tapes to sorted batches and
prepares recapitulation sheets. .0

Prepares outgoing Cash letters: Prepares and places copies of
cash letter form with bank transactions in envelopes for %piling.

Performs other related clerical, duties as required: Microfilms
all items and proof machine,tapes after each packet has been
totaled. Prepares incoming cash letters. Proceses bank credit
charges by typing appropriateinformation from credit charge forms
and doing miscellanecUs balanCing. Acts as Teller by handling
maiLlfclOosits and acknowledging receipt of each deposit.

*Thege duties were designeitid as critical because they must be ddne
comp4tently if the job is, to be performed in a satisfactory manner.
Proof-Machine OperStors spend about 95% of their working time per,
forming these duties.
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